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In this paper we propose consistent cointegration tests that do not need
specification of the data-generating process, apart from some mild regularity
conditions, or estimation of structural and~or nuisance parameters. Thus we
do not need to specify and estimate an error correction model as in
Johansen`s approach, nor do we need to estimate the long run variance as in
the Stock and Watson approach. Nevertheless our tests are in the same spirit
as Johansen's LR tests in that the test statistics involved are obtained from
the solutions of a generalized eigenvalue problem, and the hypotheses to be
tested are similar. The main difference with Johansen's tests is that the two
matrices in the generalized eigenvalue problem involved are constructed
independently of the data-generating prceess. The tests we propose are:
(l) A test of the null hypothesis of absence of cointegration against the
alternative of presence of cointegration, (2) a test of the null hypothesis that
there are r cointegrating vectors against the alternative hypothesis that there
are more than r cointegrating vectors, and (3) a test of the null hypothesis
that there does not exist a cointegrating vector that satisfies a particular
homogeneous linear restrictíon.
') 'li~c initi:d resc:uch in lhis paper was done while enjoying lhc hospitalily of the
Centt:R at Tilburg University in the summer of 1993. The usetul comments ot EsCandiar
Maasoumi aod the participants ofa joint econometrics seminar at the University of Houston-
Rice University are gratefully acknowledged.z
1. INTRODUCI'ION
1fie concept of cointegration was first introduced by Granger ( 1981) and
elaborated further by Engle and Granger (1987), Engle (1987), Engle and
Yoo (1987), Stock and Watson ( 1988) and Johansen (1988, 1991), to mention
the most important contributions. The basic idea behind cointegration is tliat
if all the components of a vector time series process z, have a unit root tliere
may exist linear combinations ~TZ, without a unit root. These linear combina-
tions may then be interpreted as long term relations between the components
of z, .
Working in the context of a bívariate system with at most one
cointegrating vector, Engle and Granger (1987) propose to estimate the
cointegrating vector ~-(1,1;z)T by regressing the first component z„ of z, on
the second component z~„ using OI.S, and then testing whether tlie OtS
residuals involved have a unit root, using the augtnented Dickey-Fuller test
of Said and Dickey (1984). However, since the latter test is conducted on
estimated residuals, the tables of the critical values of this test in Fuller
(1976) do not apply anymore. The correct critical values involved can be
found in Engle and Yoo (1987).
The above approach is only applicable if there is at most one co-
integrated vector. Systems with dimension greater than two, however, may
have more than one cointegrating vector. In such cases one may use the
approach of Stock and Watson (1988), which is a multivariate extension of the
Engle-Granger approach. The basic idea is to linearly transfonn the q-variate
cointegrated process z, wíth say r linear independent cointegrating vectors
such that the first r components of the transformed z, are stationary and the
last q-r components, stacked in a vector w, , say, are integrated. T7ie
transformation matrix involved can be consistently estimated using principal
components ofz,. Then test whether w, is a q-r variate unít root process, using3
a multivaralc version of thc augmented Dickey-Fullcr tcst ~cC Said and
Dickcy (1984)~ or the Phillips (1987) test.
In a recent series of influential papers, Johansen ((988, 1991) and
Johansen and Juselius (1990) propose an ingenious and practical full
maximum likelihood estimation and testing approach, based on the following
error correction specification of the y-variate unit root process z, :
r~
Az~ -~lI~z~.j f ys'Z~-P t C~,
j.l
(1)
where the IIj are q xq and ~ and y are q xr parameter matrices with r the
number of cointegrating vectors (the columns of p), and the e, are i.i.d.
N9(O,Q) errors. By stepwise concentrating all the parameter matrices in the
likelihood function out, except the matrix S, Johansen shows that the ML
estimator of a can be derived as the solution of a certain generalized
eigenvalue problem. Denoting the generalized eigenvalues involved by ~~ ~
.... z J,q ( z 0), the LR test statistic -21n(LR(y-r)) of the hypothesis tlrat there
are at most r linear independent cointegrating vectors takes the fonn
v
-21n(LR(q-r)) - -n ~ In(1-~),
jv.l
(2)
although the limiting null distribution of (2) is no longer XZ with y-r degrees
of freedom.
Both the Stock and Watson (1988) and the Johansen (1988, 1991)
approaches reyuire consistent estimation of nuisance and~or structural
parameters. In tltis paper we propose consistent cointegration tests that do
not need specification of the data-generating process, apart from some mild
regularity conditions, or estimation of (nuisance) parameters. Thus these tests
are completely nonparametric. First we propose a nonparametric test of the
null hypothesis of absence ofcointegration against the alternative of presence4
of cointegration. This test corresponds to Johansen's LR test of the I~ypothesis
r- 0. Next, we generalize this test to a test of the null hypothesis that there
are r cointegrating vectors, against the alternative that there are more than
r cointegrating vectors. Finally, assuming that the time series process z, is
cointegrated, we propose a nonparametric test of the null hypothesis that
there does nol exist a cointegrating vector ~ that satisfies a given homoge-
neous linear restriction of tl~e form MI; - 0. The latter test differs from the
approach of lohansen (1988,I991) for testing linear restrictions on cointegra-
ting vectors in that the null and the alternative are rever"sed.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Fírst, in section 2, we summarize
the testing recipes. The reader who only wants to know how to apply the tests
but does not care why, may quit now. In section 3 we study the limiting
behavior of the partial sums of a q-variate unit root process z, and its first
differences Az, . In section 4 we consider a class of weighted means of tlie
linear combinations ~TZ, and ,~TAz, and using the results in section 3 we show
that the absolute and relative rates of convergence of these weighted mcans
differ according to whether ~ is a cointegrating vector or not. In section S we
use the results in section 4 to construct a random function of 1; such that its
infimum converges in distribution to an a.s. positive random variable if z, is
not cointegrated, and converges in probability to zero at order Op(1M) if z, is
cointegrated. In section 6 we identify this infimum as the minimum solution
of a generalized eigenvalue problem, similarly to Johansen's test of the
hypothesis r- 0. Also, we tabulate the null distributions. In section 7 we
construct, on the basis of the solutions of the same generalized eigenvalue
problem, a consistent nonparametric test of the null hypothesis that there are
r linear independent cointegrating vectors, against the alternative that there
are more than r linear independent cointegrating vectors. In section 8 we
show that after a minor modification our tests are applicable to cointegrated
systems with drift as well. In section 9 we address the problem of testing5
honwgencous linear restrictions ou a cointegrating vector. Finally, in section
10 wc discuss thc choicc of a test parameter ("m"), and we present thc results
of a limited Montc Carlo simulation.
2. THE TESTING RECIPES
2.1 ~ntroduction
For convenience of tlie reader we summarize here the testing recipes. The
(possibly) cointegrated vector time series process is denoted by z„ which is
observable for t- 1,..,n and is q-variate, with q~ 1. Of course, one should
first verify whether all the y components of z, are unit root processes. One
should use for that unit root tests that test the unit root hypothesis with drift
against linear trend stationarity, and~or vice versa, because our cointegration
tests allow for drift as well. Moreover, since our tests are nonparametric, it
is advisable to use nonparametric unit root tests. Examples of such tests are
the Phillips-Perron (1988) and Bierens (1993) tests for testing the null
hypothesis of a unit root with drift against the alternative of linear trend
stationarity, or the test of Bierens and Guo (1993) for testing the null
hypothesis of linear trend stationarity against the alternative of a unit root
with drift. Alternatively, one may also apply our cointegration test of the
hypothesis r- 0 to eaclt of the components of z„ because for the case q- 1
it becomes an F-test of the unit root (with drift) hypothesis against the (trend)
stationarity hypothesis.
Let r be the number of linear independent cointegrating vectors. Since
the recipe of the test of the null hypothesis r- 0 versus r~ 0 is similar to
the one for testing a particular (positive) number r of cointegrated vectors
against the alternative of more than r cointegrated vectors, we describe the
latter test only.6
2.2 Testing the number oj coin[e1;rating vectors
Choose a fixed integer m z y(cf. Table 2 and section 10) and construct the
matrices
A~ s g~l ~kZ I n~cos(2kr(t-0.5)In)zr
n k.i ~-i
r










x I n~ cos(2k ~r(t-0.5)In)~z, I t ~Iq.
l ,., J n
Next, solve the generalized eigenvalue problem
det(A,~ - ]~;~Bm) ' 0 (i - 1,...,y)~ ~1~ ~ ~zm ~ ... s )`Qm. (5)
Then the null hypothesis tllat there are r linear independent cointegrating
vectors is rejected in favor of the alternative that there are more than r
cointegrating vectors if ~„~,„ is smaller than a critical value. These critical
values can be found in Table 1 at the entries for q-r and m.
Note that in the case y- l the test of the null hypothesis r- 0 versus
r~ 0 is actually a new test of the unit root with drift hypothesis against the
trcnd stationarity hypothcsis, with limiting F,„ null distribution.
~Iiuert Table 1 atwut here~
The problem how to choose the test parameter m is addressed insection 10, where we propose to choose m by maximizing a lower bound of
the power function. The results are presented in Table 2.
~L~rcrt 7ahle 2 uhou[ here~
2.3 Testing homogeneous lineur restrictions.
Once we have established r 1 0, we may wish to verify whether there exists
a cointegrating vector ~(i.e., a vector in the space spanned by r linear
independent cointegrating vectors) such that ~ satisfies a given homogeneous
linear restriction M~ - 0, where M is an s x q matriu with rank s ~ y. For
exatnple, in the case q- 3 we may wisli to test whetlier or not there exists a
cointegrating vector ~-(~, ,~Z,~~ )r such that l;, -F- ~Z - 0 and ~~ -0, so that
thenM-(ó ó o).IncontrastwithJolransen's(1988,1991)approach,however,
we cannot take this linear restriction as the null hypothesis, but only as the
alternative. Thus we test the null hypothesis:
H~: For u!! coinleb~r~ating veclors ~, M~ ~ 0, (b)
against the alternative
H~: There exists a cointegrating vector ~ such [hat M~ - 0. (~)
The recipe for the test is now as follows. The test statistic involved is tlie
ntinimum solution 1~;,,,,, say, of the generalized eigenvalue problem
det(QiTA„~Q~ - ~ Q,rB~Q~) - 0, (8)
where Q, is the y x(y-s) matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of MTM
corresponding to tlie zero eigenvalues. Then reject the null hypothesis if ~4„,
is smaller than a critical value, where the critical values involved are the same
as for the above test that the number of cointegrating vectors equals r.
Note that this test does not require to estimate any cointegrating};
vector. T7tus also this test is complete)y nonparametric. However, under H,
it is easy to construct a cointegrating vector i: that satisties M~ -~ 0 in prob.,
as follows: Let q, be the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum solution
of the generalized eigenvalue problem (8). Then ~ - Q,ri,.
A computer program package for DOS PC's that conducts the above
tests together with various unit root tests is available from the author on
request.
3. THE DATA-GENERATING PROCESS AND ITS PARTIAL SUMS
Let
z, - z,-, f u,, (~)
where u, is a zero mean stationary process, and let z, be observable for t-
1,2,..,rt. Due to the Wold decomposition theorem, we can write (under sonte
mild regularity conditions),
u, - C(L)v,,
where v, is a q-variate stationary white noise process:
Ev,-O, Ev,v„-~9ijj-0,
-0ijj~0,
and C(L) is a q xq matrix of lag polynomials:




where L is the lag operator.
Note that the process z, is cointegrated with r cointegratittg vectors if
rank(C(1)) - q- r ~ q.9
If v, is a Gaussian process then (ll) implies that lhe v,'s are i.i.d.
NQ(O,IQ). Although this normality assumption is not strictly necessary for tl~e
results in this paper, it cases the dcrivations and enhances the transparency
of the results below. T'herefore we assume:
ASSUMPTION l.A: The process u, can be wri[[en as (]0), where v, ls
i.i.d. N9(0,1q) and[helagpalynomial (12) is such [ha[ ECk and ECkCk cunverge.
Since by construction the lag polynomial C(L) - C(l) is zero at L- 1,
we can write
C(L)v~ - C(1)v, t (C(L)-C(1))v~ - C(1)v~ . (1-L)D(L)v~, (13)
where
D(L) - ~D,~,k - (C(L)-C(1)){(1-L).
k-0
Similarly to Assumption l.A we assume:
(14)
ASSUMPTION l.B: Tlse lag polynamial (14) is such [hal EDk and
ED,kDk convcrge.
Note that both Assumptions L.A-1.B are implied by the following assumption
(cf. Gngle (1987)):
ASSUMPTION 1': The process u, can be wri[[en as (10), where v, u i.i.d.
N9(O,I9) and C(L) - C~(L)-'CZ(L), where C~(L) and CZ(L) are ftni[e-order lag
polynnmials and det(C,(L)) has roo[s afl ou[side [he complex uni[ circle.io
Assumption 1.A-I3 or 1' will be our maintained hypothesis.
Denoting
w~ - D(L)v,, (15)
we now Itave
~, - C(1)v~ t w, - w~-~, (IG)
where w, is a q-variate stationary Gaussian process.
It is not too hard to verify that tlte long-run variance of the joint
process (v„w,) is equal to
~im„yE (I~,r)Ë W,l1 f(~,,r)É l"',, J [ ~-~ ~ 1 J L ~-~
T
c17)
1 D(1)T f 1 O ( 1 D(1)rl
s(D(1) D(,~(1)Tl - I D(1) O I O O I.
Denoting tlte partial sutns associated to v, and w, by
~~
S„"(x) - 0 ij x E [O,n -'); S„"(x) -~ v~ ij x E (n -',1 J,
~.~
`N'
S„"(x) - 0 ij x E [O,n -'); S„w(x) -~ w~ ij z E (n -',l J.
,.i
respectively, it follows now easily from (17) that
LEMMA 1:
l S" I
~ S„w ~ D(1) W
(~g)
(19)
where W is a q-variale standard Wiener pr~x;ess.11
("~" means "converges weakly tó'). Cf. Billingsley (1968). We recall that a y-
variate standard Wiener process W is a q-variate continuous random function
W(. ) on the unit interval [0,1 ] satisfying
W(x) 0 xlq min(x,Y)I9 (20)
W(y)) - N~ (0) ' (min(x,Y)Iq Yl9 ) ' x'Y E (O~1J
Note that tlie result in Lemma 1 may also hold if the process v, is non-
Gaussian, for example if v, is a mixing process or a martingale difference
sequence. I-lowever, we retain die normality assumption for convenience and
transparency.
Next, denote the partial sums associated to z, and dz, by
I~„I
S„s(x) - 0 ij x E ÍO,n "'); S„`(x) -~ z, ij x E[n -',1),
,. ~
~~„~
S~(x) - 0 ij x E [O,n "'); S„(x) -~ pz, ij x E [n -',1 J,
respectively. Then
I~1 ~




- ~ {zo-wo . C(1)S„"(l~,t) t w,} (22)
cl~l-~u~
- [nr](zo-wo) ~ nC(1) ( S„~(Y)dY } S„`(x)
and
Sa(x) - C(1)S„~(x) t w~~~ - wo,
hence it follows from Lemma 1 that
(23)12
LEMMA 2:




4. CONVERGENCE OF A CLASS OF WEIGHTED MEANS
T7ie result in Lemma 2, together with Lemma 3 below, will now be used to
derive the limiting distribution of the following class of weighted means of z,
and Gz, :
n
M„`(F) ~~~ F([In)ar M~(F) - ~~ F([~n)Az,,
,.i ~.~
(2S)
where F is a continuously differentiable function on the unit interval [0, I J with
derivative f. In Section 5 we show how these convcrgencc results can be used
to derive a testfor cointegration.
We need the following lemma:
LEMMA 3: Le[ e, be an arbi[rarysequence oj variables or vec[ors and !e[
Fbe a differen[able junc[ion on [0,1] wi[h deriva[ive f. Then
~ -
~F([~n)e, s F(1)`S~(1) - rj(x)S„(xktr,
where
Ia~f
S~(x)-0 jor x E[O,n -'): S~(x) -~ e, jor x E [n ~',1 [.
(26)
(2~)I '4
PROOP: f?asy and therefore omitted.
Applying Lcnui~as 2 and 3 lo (25) and using the straightfoward identities
F(1)~ W(x)dx - Íj(x)~ W(y)dydx -( F(x)W(xkir,
~ ~i
Var ~F(x)W(xkLr1 - ~ ~F(x)F(y)min(xy)dxdy . ~q,
Var (F(l)W(1) - ~j(x)W(x)dr~
-(F(1)z - 2F(1) fxj(x~ t ( fj(xu(Y)min(xy)dxdy . i9
l b bb )
-
l j F(x)2~1 'Q
Covar ( ( ~F(x)W(x)rlx l , (F(1)W(1)-~j(x)W(x)dxll
ll J l 11
~ ~~
- F(1)jxF(xkLr - ( ~F(xu(y)min(xy)dxdyl . I9
~ r , {, ~ J z
- j F(x) I( F(Y~Y~ ~1
~~q - 2 I r F(xWx ' ~q,






















A similar result, with C(1) replaced by ~'C(]), holds for linear





[- Nz(~, (~'C(1)C(1)T~)EF) jor frxed ~J.
(34)
This corollary is of course trivial if ~ is fixed and "~" is interpreted as
"converges in distrbution". However, "~" in (34) may now be read as
"converges weakly to (..) on a metric space of all continuous mappings from
a compact subset of the q-dimensional Euclidean space into the two-15
ditnensional Euclidean space, endowed with the sup norm". The proof of this
proposition is nearly trivial; we only need to prove tlie stochastic
equicontinuity (hence tightness) of the random functions in (34), which is of
course obvious. Cf. Billingslcy (1968).
Note that if we choose F such thal
~ F(xkLr - 0 (35)
then Ef. becomes a diagonal matrix, so that then the two components on the
right-hand side of (32) are independent normally distributed.
Sununarizing, we have shown that:






on [he me[ric space oj con[inuous mappingsjrom a compac[ suhse[ ~ oj [he y-
dime~uionulEuclideun space i~uo [he[wo-dimensional Euclidean spuce, endowed
wi[á [hesup norny where Xr.und Yt. ure independcn[q-vuria[e.r[andnrdnorma!!y
dis[ribiued rundunt vec;[ors depeiuling ae F.
If z, is cointegrated then there exists a nonzero q-vector a; such that
~TC(1) - OT. Using the fact that then l;TZ, -~Tw, a.s., it follows that
~ ~S„'(z) - ~'S„`(x) (3~)16
and
ETS~`(x) - ~Twin.i - ~'w~~
and consequently,
~ETM~(~ - ~T f F(1) S~w(1) - ff(x) S~~(x) ~l
l ~ ó ~ 1
and
n~TM~(~ -~T I F(1)(w.-wo) - fÍ(x)(w~i-w~l
-~7 I F( I)w~ -~j(x)w~n fLr l - F(1)~~w„ t ur(1).
(39)
(40)






-. ~ ~j(x~(y)~(xy)dxdy var(w„) - 0.
By Assumption 1 it follows that




and w„ are jointly normally distributed with covariancc17
Covar( (F(1)S"w(') - If(x)S"w(x)~1
'W"1 I`l n b n
p~~~
-i ~ ~ E(WOW"~~)





;.~ ~ - v(1~~)
~
Moreover, Lemma 1 implies that
F(1)S~) - jj(x) S~)dx y D(i) ~F(i)w(1) - (j(x)w(xk~J
n b n b
in distribution, whereas
k W" - Nq(O~~,OkD T)-
k.0
Furthermore, denoting





it is easy to verify from (39), (40), and (45) that for arbitrary e~ 0 and ~i,
~z in ~.~,
suP ~ V„ ~iM"s(~ - V„ ~iM"j(~ ~ 5 E suP I~~TM"`(~ ~
~f~-E~~ 5t EE2,




sup ~n~iM:(~ - n~iM~`(~~ 5 EsuPIn~TM„`(~~ - EOo(1), (48)
IE~-E,I ss EEE,
hence the functions (39) and (40) are stochastically equicoutinuous on ~~.
~'hus we have:







on the me[ric space oj conlinuuus mappings jrum ~~ into the twu-dimensiunal
Euclidean space, endowed wi[h [he s[ip nurm, where Yt- and Z are independenl
q-variate normally dislrihrued with zero mean veclur and variance ma[ricesJ,~ aiul
EDrDb respectivcly, wi[h only Yt. dependinl,~ on F.
5. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF A CLASS OF RANDOM FUNCTIONS
Comparing Lemmas 5 and 6 we see that the asymptotic behavior, in particular
the absolute and relative rates of convergence, of the statistics (25) differ
substantially according to whetlrer z, is coiutegrated or not. We shall employ
these differences in constructing nonparametric cointegration tests. The
intuition behind these tests is the following:
Choose a sequence Fk, k- 1,2,...,m, with nr ? q, of continuously
differentiable real functions on [0,1] with derivatives jk satisfying condition
(35), i.e.,19
~Fk(xkLr - 0 jor k - 1,...,m,
together with the following three conditions:
Covar ( ( ~F;(x)W(xklxl , ( rF(x)W(xklxl ~
-(~~ F.(x)F(y)min(x,y)dxdyl - I9 - O jor i~ j,





- rxF;(xkLr - r ( F,.(x)j~(y)min(xy)dzdy ' ~v
' I~ F(x) I f F~(Y~Y l dxl . Iq - O jor i~ j~
covar( (F,(1)w(1) - ~j,.(x)w(x~l , (F(1)w(t) - "I(x)w(xk~l I
- (F;(t)F(t) - F.(t)~xl(xk~ - F(t)~xl;(xk~
l
~~
}~~F.(x)F(y)min(xy)dxdy x I4 - O jor i~ j.






Fk(x) s cos(2kxx), k- I,2,3,....,
then conditions (50) lhrough (53) hold. Moreover, we then have
ó b
Fk(x)Fk(y)min(z,y)dxdy - e(kr)-Z, ~ Fk(x)Zdz - 2.
Now let us adopt the specification (54), and denote
a~k a k~r 8In MÁ(cos(2k~r(.)))
and
b„k L ~M~`(cos(2kx(.))).






a~k -~ C(1~Yk, b~k -~ C(1)Yk, (58)
in dislribution, jointly jork- 1,2,....,tn, where X,,...,X„, and Y,,...,Y„, are i.i.d.
NQ(0,1') distributed random vectors.
Next, consider the random function
~A~~. H~(E) - ~ e"~
where
(59)
A,~ - ~a„ka.k ' (lln2)~9~ B,„ - ~b„kb~i ' (lln)~q (~)
k-1 k'~21
and f: is now confined to the compact set
c - {~ E R9: ~Tf: - 1}. (ó1)
T'he purpose of the terms ( l~n~)!q and (l~n)!9 in (60) will become clear later.
It is easy to verify that for e~ 0,




ETE., E'E.E - O 1
~inf ~TAmi;1Z
E-~ I
where the latter result follows from Lemma 8. Similarly, we have
sup I H;~,(E,) - H~(~2) I
IE,-E,I sc. E,.f,EE
trace(BM)sup~TA,~~ t trace(A~~)supl:r6,~~
5 2171 E E'E-~ E'f-~





Therefore, under absence of cointegration the process (59) and its reciprocal
are stochastically equicontinuous on c, and consequently we liave:z2
THEOREM l: Denote
~ (~rC(f)Yk)Z




whereXl,...,X,„ and Y~,..,Y~, arei.i.cL Nq(O,Iq)distributedrandum vecturs. Under
absence oj cointegration we have,
H„~, ~ Hm and H;„ ~ H„,' (65)
on the metric space ojnonnegative continuotES junc[ioiu on ~ e~utowed with the
sup norm.
Moreover, note that pointwise in ~, H,„(~) is F,„,,, distributed, provided that
~ is not a cointegrating vector, and that by the continuous mapping tlleorem:
LEMMA 9: Under ahsence oj cointegration we have,
supH„M(t:) ~ suPHM(~), inf H~m(~) -~ inf Hm(~),
EEE EEE EEE EEE
suPH„~(E) -~ supH,;,'(E), inf H,;,;,(~) -~ inf H,;,1(~)
EEE EEE EEE EE~
in distribution.
(66)
Next we consider the case of cointegration. First, we show tllat tlle
condition of Theorem 1 and Lemma 9 that z, is not cointegrated can be
relaxed, provided one excludes the ~'s for which ~TC(1)C(1)'~ - 0:23
LEMMA 10: The resulls in Thcurem 1 und Lemmu 9 ulsu huld ij ~ iti~
rcpluccd by
~-{~ E RQ: ~T~ - 1 und ~'~C(1)C(1)'~ ~ 0}.
PROOF: Appendix
Note that Lemma 10 yields tlie trivial corollary:
LEMMA 11:









on tlie metric space of continuous mappings from c~ (cf. (46)] into the two-
dimensional Euclidean space, endowed with the sup norm, where Z is the
same as in Lemma 6 and is independent of Y,,...,Y . Thus we have, pointwise
on ~~, that
nZ:;TA,~~ ~ ~T[4~D(1)(~k2YkYkT)~(1)T t Iq~~
k.l
and
n~'Bm~ --~ ~T(2mZZ T t Iq)~
(70)
(71)
in distribution. lt is now not too hard to verify, similarly to (62), that H„,„(~)~n
and its reciprocal are stochastically equicontinuous on c~. Note that this result24














on the rnetric space ojcontinuous junctiuns on ~~ enduwed wi[h the sup norm,
where Y~ ,...,Y,~ and Z are independent q-variate nurmalty drstributed ratutum
vecwrs widr zero rnean vector.r and vutiance matrices Var(Yk) - hund Var(Z)-
ED~Dk. Mureover,
infhm(l;) 1 0 as.; suph,~(~) ~ oo as..
EEB, EE-,
Next we combine Lemmas 10, 11 and 12, as follows:
(75)
THEOREM 2: Let h,~„(~) - H,~,„(í;)in and define h~,(~) as in (72) ij ~
is a cointegrating vector and ptct h,~(~) - 0 ij ~ is nut a cointegrating vectur.
Mureover, let H~,(~) be defined hy (64) ij ~ is not a cuintegratittg vectur and !et
H,~(~) - oo, H,„'(~) - 0 ij ~ is a cointegrated vectur, (76)
Ijz, is cointegrated then25




on the metric space ~ oj alljunctiotES oj the lype
h(~) - h~(~)~(~TC(1)C(l)T~ ~ 0) . h2(E)~(~TC(I)C(I)T~ - 0).
(78)
(79)
where h, and hZ arenwEnegative continuousjfuECtions an e„ I(.) is the indica[or
jeenction and [he metric involved is the sup norm. ConsequerFtly,




suPH,,,;,(~) -. supHm'(~), infH,;,;,(~) -. infH,„'(l:) in disu-ibtt[ion. (81)
EE~ EE: fE2 EEE
PROOF: Appendix.
6. A NONPARAMETRIC TEST OF ABSENCE OF COINTEGRATIUN
The results in 1'lieorems 1 and 2 now suggest to use the test statistic
~rBm~ supF1T(~) - supT
FTf-~ E'E-~ ~, A~n~
or equivalently
rA
infH;,;,(á;) - inf ~T~
E`F.~ F'F.~ ~TB ~ m
(82)
(83)
for testing the null hypothesis of absence of cointegration:26
Ho: det(C(1)) ~ 0,
against the alternative of presence of cointegration:
H,: det(C(l)) - 0.
(84)
(85)
Since the test in the form (83) appears to be similar to Johansen's (1988) test
for absence of cointegration, we shall adopt it here. Note that
T~
inf ~ A m~ - min ~TAm~ - ~,~,,,
fTf-1 ~TB~~ fTó-f.l
(86)
where ~,,„ is the minimum solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem
det(A,~ - ),B,~ ) - 0. (87)
We now consider the null distribution of our test. Observe that similar
to (82) and (86) we can write
TC1 C1 T TAm
infH,~'(~) - inf ~ ( ~M ( ) ~ - inf ~ ~ - 1` , (88)
fTf.l fTf.l ~TC(1)B~ C(1)T~ fTf.l ~TBm ~
1~
where
Am L~ X„XkT, B,n -~ YkYkT,
k-1 k.l
(89)
and ~,,~ is the minimum solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem
det(A,„ - ~8,,; ) - 0. (90)
Thus the null distribution is independent of C(1) and can therefore be
tabulated. T1tis is done in Table 1, for q- 1,...,7 and m- q,qf 1,...,20, on the
basis of 10,000 replications of a,,„. Note tltat for the case y- 1 tlle null
distribution is actually F,~.m.27
Finally, observe from Theorem 2 that under the alternative of
cointegration,
lim,,,mp(nJ,,,,, 5 n) - P (suphm(~) Z 1 1,
l E E-~ ~ J
for n ~ 0, hence
n~,~„ - OP(1).
Summarizing, we have shown:
(91)
(92)
TtIEOREM 3: Let ~,,,, be lhe minimum sohition oj tlte generalized
eigenvalue proble~n (87), where
Am
and
gm - 2n cos(2kxl~n)~z,
t (lln)~q , r
(93)
(94)
wilh m z the dimension q ojz,. Moreover, let ~~,m be lhe minimeim solution oj
the generalized eigenvalue problem
m m
det(~ YkYkT - Á~ X,~XkT) - U,
k-I k-1
r
8~Z ~kz I `~cos(Zkatln)z,l I ' -~cos(2kxtln)z,~
n k-~ l" ~.i J l"~.i
. (llnZ)Ia
m
~ cos(2k ~rlln)Oz, ~~
~ ~ ~ ~.
(95)
where X, ,...,Xm and Y, ,...,Ym are i i.d. N9(0,lq). Ijz, is not coin[egrated, then ~,,„
-. ~,,,, in distr., where )`,,„ ~ 0 a.s. Ijz, is cointegrated then )`,,,, - Oo(lln).zs
Note that the test in Theorem 3 is nonparametric because, in contrast with
Johansen`s approach, it does not require to specify the data-generating
process further than in Assumption 1.
7. TESTING THE NUMI3ER OF COINTEGRATING VECTORS
Part (78) of Theorem 2 suggests to use the local maxima and minima of the
function H;,',„(i;) as a basis of a test for the number of cointegrating vectors.
Therefore, let us have a closer look at the function H;,'„,(~) and its limit
function H;„'(~).
Suppose that the rank of C(1) is q-r with 0 c r c q. Then
f1~ O R~r
C(1)C(1)T - Ri2R T - (R ,R ) i z O O Rzr ,
(96)
where R is the orthogonal matriz of eigenvectors of C(l)C(1)T and fl, the
diagonal (y-r)x(y-r) matrix with the nonzero (hence positive) eigenvalues of
C(1)C(1)T on the diagonal. Thus the r columns of the submatrix Rz form a set
of orthonormal cointegrating vectors.
Now let us first have a closer look at the function H;,,'(~). Observe tliat
C(l~k - Nq(D~R~~iR~r))~
hence
C(l~l'k - R~Q;RXk , where Xk - Nqy(O,Iq-,),
and similarly






~ - (~Zl - 12'E - R~r~ , ~ - R~ - 1Z~~~ } Rz3'z.
l J z
Then





.-~ Xk Xk T, B„; '-~ Yk Yk T, where
k-1 k-~
X,',...,X,„ ,Y,',...,Y„; are i.i.d. NQy(O,w-~)'




LEMMA 13: Thejunction H;„'(~) has q-r nonzero e~trema corresponding
lo tlie q-r solutions oj the generalized eigenvalueproblem
(Am . - ~mBm .)Si,n - 0, Sjr,.TBm .Sim - 0 jOr i ~ f
~~,.,T~;m - 1~ ~~,n 5 ~z,,, s... s ]~q.m (i,j -1,2,...,q-r).
(103)






on the metric space of continuous mappings
~: {(~,,3'~ E R9-'xR': ~;~, t ~~Z - l, ~~, ~ o} -. xz (los)
endowed with the sup norm. By the continuous mapping theorem we
therefore have:
~H~(R~3'~}Rz~z) - Hm(R~~~)~ ~ 0
on the metric space of continuous mappings
~: {(~~,~~ E R9-'xlY: {i~~ } {;~z - 1, 3i~, ~ 0} -. R
endowed with the sup norm, hence
plim,~,~, suP ~H~.~(Ri~itRz~z) - H~m(Ri~~)~ - 0.
c~r.~o. c;r,.c:r,-~




plime-.msupH,„(Rztz) - 0. (l09)
~r,-~
Combining this result with (l08) now yields:
LEMMA 14: Let R~ andRz be the malrices ojorthonorma! eigenveclors
oj C(1)C(1)T corresponding [o lhe nonzero and zero eigenvalues, respectively.
Then
plimr,m suP ~H,..~(Ri~~tRzj'~ - H,;~(R~~~)f({i3", ~ 0)~ - 0.
t;r,~t~,-~
(110)
This lemma enables us to link the extrema ofH„',~(~) to tlie solutions
of the generalized eigenvalue problem (87). Replacing A,„ and B,,, by RrA,,,R31
and R'B,„R, respectively, this eigenvalue problem now reads as follows:
Fiitd cigenvalues ),;~„ und cigenvec[urs (~~~, j'~;,,,,)rsttch thut
(R,rAmR~ - ~;mRIrBmRI)~,~m
r" ~ r
; (R, AmRz - 1,rmR1 BmRz)S'z;,n - ~~
(RZrAmR~ - ~;,,,RzrBmRl)~I,:m
t (RzrAmRz - ~`JmRzrBmRz))Ij~n ' ~'




Moreover, note that from Lemma 8, (69), (98) and (99) it follows that
R~r~„~1 ~~iR~Xk Xk r~1a in dislr.,
k.l
M
nR,rAmRz -~ 2ri1'n~kXk YkrD(1)rRz in dislr.,
k.l
m
nzRzrAmRz -.I 4 4~RzrD(l)~kzYkYkrD(1)rRz in distr.,
k-1
and
R,'B„~, -. Q?~Yk Yk ril;a in distr.,
k.l




nRzrBmRz -~ !, t 2mRzrZZ rRz in distr..
In view of (112), (113) and Lemma 14, we can now break problem ( 111) in
two parts. The first part is32
~(R~TB„,R~)-~a(R~T~q,„R~)(R~B,„R~)-~rz
- ~.~l9y~3';~,,, - ~~
-.r-.
f';~.„,~is,„ ' !(i ~ j), i,j - 1,2,...,y-r
(Il4)
which has obviously y-r solutions. These solutions represent the cxtrcma of
the function H„~,„(R,~,). However, it follows from L.einma 14 that these
extrema converge in probability to the corresponding extrema of H„'„,(R,~,
f- RZ~Z) on the set ~~, ~ 0.
The second part is
I(nRzTB,„R:)-~a(nzR2TA„,R~(nRzTBmRz)-~a - nl`;~„l.~ik,„ - ~~
~zi.~~z;,„ - I(i ~ j), i,j ~ q-r.
Since by (112) and (113),
(nRz~BmRz) i2(n2RzTA,„Rz)(ttRZ'l3,,,Rs)-ia
(115)




in distribution, where the limit matrix has rank r, it follows that asymptotically
the eigenvalue problem (115) has r solution, satisfying:
na9-..;,„ - Oo(1)~ i - 1,2,...,r.
This result completes the proof of the following theorem:
(117)
THEOREM 4: Lel ),,,,,, 5.. ~ ]`,.,,„ be the r f 1 sinullest sulutiun.r oj
lhe generalized eigenvalue problem (87), anct let 1`,,,, he [he mininnun sulruiun
ojlhegeneralized eigenvalueproblem (95), wherenowX,,...,X,,, und Y,,...,Y,„ are33
i.i.d. Nq.,(0,1~,). Ijz, is coinleKralecl wilh r linear independertl coin[e~-u[inX veclors
[hen ),,, ~.,,, -~ ),,,,, én disn. und ~4,,, - Oo( I~n) jor i- 1,2,..,r.
REMARK: Johansen (1988) used a result by Anderson, Brons and Jensen
(1983) saying that the ordered solutions of the generalized eigenvalue
problem
det(A~ - ),B~) - 0, (118)
where A„ and B„ are symmetric stochastic q xq matrices converging in
distribution to A and B, respectively, converge in distribution to the ordered
solutions of tlie generalized eigenvalue problem
det(A - ),B) - 0, (119)
provided B is nonsingular. In our case however, the matrix B is singular under
tlie presence of cointegration, so that we may not use tliis result.
8. COINTEGRATED SYSTEMS WITtt DRIFI'
We now consider the case that the process z, is a q-variate unit root process
with drift:
z, - z,-, t c t u,, (120)
where u, is the same as in (]O) and c is a nonzero q-vector of constants. This
case may a[fect the perfonnance of our tests, due to the fact that the
functions Fk(x) - cos(2ksr) in Lemma 7 do not completely filter out a linear
trend. However, a minor change of the functions Fk will do the job:34
LEMMA 15: For k- 1,2,...,
~ tcos(2k x([ - 0.5)in) - 0.
r-1
PROOF: Appendix.
Using this lemma, it is now easy to verify that:
(121)
THEOREM 5: Replacing the matrices (93) and (94) by (3) and (4),
respectively, Theorems 1 through 4 carryover to q-variate unit root processes with
drift.
9. TESTING HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR RESTRICTIONS
ON THE COINTEGRATING VECTORS
In maerceconomics it is often of interest to verify whether certain components
of ~ can be set equal to zero, or whether a pair of components sum up to
zero. For example, ifz, is trivariate with ~-(~„~2,~Z)Ta cointegrating vector,
we may wish to test whether ~, --~Z and ~; - 0, or equivalently M~ - 0,
where M-(ó ó~. However, rather than testing a null hypothesisof this type,
we fceus on testing that such a hypothesis does not hold. The reason for this
will become clear in a moment. Thus, given the presence of r linear
independent cointegrating vectors, we consider the problem of testing tlie null
hypothesis:
Ho: There does not exist a cointegrated vector :; satisfying Mi; - 0, (122)
where M is a s x q matrix with rank s ~ q. Note that this hypothesis is35
equivalent to
H,,: inf ~TC(1)C(1)'~ ~ 0. (123)
E' M'7N f- u. ('E - 1
At first sighl we may think of testing this null hypothesis or its
alternative by first estimating the cointegrating vectors (for example by using
tlre eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue problem (5) corresponding to
tlre r smallest eigenvalues), and then conducting Wald tests to each of the
cointegrating vectors involved. However, apart from the problem how the null
distribution looks like, there is the problem that in the case r~ 1 the
cointegrating vectors are not unique. For a particular set {~; , i- 1,..,r} of
linear independent cointegrating vectors it is therefore possible that M~; ~
0 for i- 1,..~ while M~ - 0 for some linear combination í: - c,i;, f... tc,~,.
"fhus, we shouW uot base a test of the null hypothesis (123) on auy particular
set of estinrates of the cointegrating vectors.
In view of the above argument we now propose to use the test statistic
T(M) - inf H,;,~(~). (124)
x'IN'E . o. f'E - ~
It follows from Theorem 2 that
T(M) -. inf H„,'(t;) - T (M), (125)
ET~f T~tE . o. f'f - i
say, in distribution, and from (123) and Theorem 4 that that under Ho,
T(M) z inf H„;'(~) -~~r as.,
E'~(~X-(~)'E ~ o. f'f - ~
(126)
where i`,,„ is the same as in Theorem 4. Note that the actual distribution of
T,„(M) depends on C(l), due to the restriction on ~. Therefore we need the
result (126) in order to obtain critical values. On the other haod, if I-Ia is false
then
nT(M) ~ inf h,;,'(~),
fTf TfE . o. E'f -~
(127)36
hence
T(M) - O~(l~n). (128)
The latter result is the very reason for taking (123) as the null hypothesis
rather than the alternative, because it follows from l.emma 12 that the right-
hand side random variable in (127) depends on the lag polynomial D(L) and
is therefore case-dependent.
Finally, we address the problem of how to calculate the test statistic
involved. First, calculate the matrix Q-(Q~ ,Qz) o[ eigenvectors and the
diagonal matriic A of eigenvalues of MTM, where Qi is the q x(y-s) sub-
matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to the g-s zero eigenvalues. Tlien tlie
first q-s diagonal elements of A are zero and the last s elements are positive.
I.e.,




- rn~l - Q~ ~
~ Ill nzlll Qzr(
- Q r~ ,
(129)
(130)
it follows now that ~rMTMI; - 0 if and only if riz - 0, hence




T(M) - inf H,;,;,(Q~p~) s inf nQ~r "Q~~~ - 1`~~,, (132)
:,,-~ :.~-~ n~Q~ BmQ~n~
say, where the latter random variable is the minimum solution of the37
generalized eigenvalue problem
det(Q~TA,„Q~ - ~Q,'B„~Q~) - 0.
Summarizing, we have shown:
(133)
TEIEOREM 6: Suppose tha[ z, hus r linear indepeiulen[ cuiiue~n~a[ing
vectors and lhal we wish to [est [he null hypo[hesis [ha[ there does no[ ezist a
linearcombination ~ oj cointegratingvectors such tha[ M~ - 0, where M is an
s x q ma[rix wilh rank s e q. Let Q, be [he q x(q-s) ma[rir oj orthono~mal
eigenvec[ors oj MTM corresponding to [he zero eigenvalues, and [e[ ~;,„ be the
minimum so[ution oj the generalized eigenva[ue problem (133). Under [he null
hypo[hesis we have ~;,„, -~ J~;,„, in dis[rihEE[ion, wilh ~;,„, ??`,,,, a.s., where the
latterrandom variableis [he same as in Theorem 4, whereas under [healterna[ive
[hat the null is jalse we have ~;.„, - OP(l~n).
10. THE CHOICE OF m, AND SOME MONTE CARLO RESULTS
A point not yet addressed is how to choose m. As follows from Table 1, the
critical values of our tests depend on m: the larger m the larger the critical
values. However, under the alternative the test statistic (t~nes the sample
size) converges in distribution to a random variable that increases with m. I.e.,
if the number of linear independent cointegrating vectors is r f 1 then the
test statistic ~,,, satisfies
n~,.~m ~ suP h„,~(~)





E~c(~~c{~~TE.o. E'f-~ ZIn~T(ZZ ~~ t ~Ts:38
in distribution (cf. l,emma 12), where the right-hand side increases with m.
Thus one should not choose m too large, but in view of Table 1 also not too
close to q.
In order to indicate how m should be choosen we now propose to
maximize a lower bound of the power function to m. Observe from (134) that
sup h,„`(~)
ETC(tx(t)TE . o. ETE - t
5 m' sup 4rZ~TD(1)( ~~(klm)ZYkYkT)0(1)T~ t 1




E'f-t l k-1 E'f-t
- m' V, say,
where the random variable V no longer depends on m(but still depends on
C(1) and D(1)). Denoting the critical value of the test for testing the null
hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors against the alternative of rf 1 cointegra-
ting vectors by K,~g, , we have under the alternative and for large n,
P(n )`„t~„ 5 nICA~,) z P(Vln 5 IC~ylm'). (136)
This result suggests to choose m such that K,~4,Im' is maximal. The values of
m involved are tabulated in Table 2.
In order to verify these results, we have conducted a limited Monte
Carlo simulation, for the cases r- 0, r- 1, n- 1q0, n - 3()D, q- 2,..,7,
using 1000 replications of the data generating process
zi - z~-t - IItE~ } Ih(ir - Er-1). E~ is i.i.d. N9(0,19), (137)
where for each simulation the matrices lI; have been generated as follows:
n; - (~t~;)n;(itu)-t, (13s)39
with the elements of U, and UZ drawn independently from the uniform [0,1]
distribution and
Q, - c,diag(ltu,.,,...,ltu,~-,,0) ijr - 1,
- c,diag(ltui.i,...,ltu,,9) il r - 0~
t22 - c2diag(ltuz1,..., l tuzqy),
(139)
where the u;,~ are drawn from the uniform [0,1] distribution and the coeffi-
cients c; are chosen such that tr(0,) - g-r and tr(f12) - '~zq. The results are
reported in Tables 3 and 4. The results in Tables 3 and 4 seem to confirm
those in Table 2. Note that the actual size of the test is somewhat higher than
the theoretical size of IOo~o, namely between 130~o and l40~0. This is probably
due to the term IIZ(E,-E,.,) in (137), because the asymptotic null distribution
does not depend on tlrese tenns, but the finite sample distribution does.
Morcover, observe that the power decreases with y, which however is not
suprising for a nonparametric test: Like most nonparametric methods our test
also suffers from the curse of dimensíonality.




~(ó) -{~ E R9: ~TC(1)C(1)~ ~ ó}, b? 0, (140)
and let ~a be the metric space of all nonnegative continuous functions on
r(ó) that are homogeneous of degree zero, endowed with the sup norm.
Then it follows straightforwardly front the proof of Theorem 1 that for b ~
0, H„,,„~ H,„ on ~~, and consequently that H„4„ is tight: for every E in (O,l)40
there exists a compact subset K~ of ~8 sucó that inf,~[H,„~, E K~] ~ 1 - e. Cf.
Billingsley ( 1968). Since by homogeneity,
sup Ih~(~) - hz(~)~ - sup ~h~(~) - hz(~)I Ior h,.hZ E~,,
EEEYd) fE~Yo)
(]41)
it follows that K~ is also compact on ~o. Therefore H,~„ ~ H„, on ~o. The
lemma now easily follows from the latter result. Q.E.D.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proojoj (77): It follows from Lemmas 11 and 12 that the finite distributions




for arbitrary ~, ,...,~k in ;c. Thus it suffices to prove that h„,,,, is tight on ~, i.e.,
we have to show that for every ó~ 0 there exist a canpact set K8 in ~ such
that inf„P(h,~,„ E Kd) ~ 1- ó. Cf. Billingsley (1968).
Let
h„,„(~) - h~r~(~)~(~TC(1)C(1)T~ ~ 0)
(143)
} h~~(~)~(~TC(1)C(1)T~ - 0)~
and let ~~ and ~` be the metric spaces of nonnegative continuous functiais
on ~~ and G, respectively, endowed with the sup norm. Since by Lemmas 11
and 12, h,,~,„ and hz,„,„ converge weakly on 3~~ and ~`, respectively, there exist
compact sets K C~~ and K` C~` such that inf„P[h,,,,,,, E K]~ 1-'Izó and
inf,~[hzjr,„, E K`] ~ 1-'~zó. Put
Kb ~{h E ~: h~ E K~ and hz E K`}. (144)41
Then it is easy to verify that inf„P(h„„, E K,) ~ 1- b.
In order to show compactness of K8, consider an open covering U;O;
o( K8, and denote
O,~ -{h~ E~`: h~(~)!(~TC(1)C(1)T~ ~ 0)
. hx(~)!(ETC(1)C(1)T~ - 0) E O;},
O~. - {hz E ~~: h,(~)!(~TC(I)C(1)'~ ~ 0)
t hZ(~)!(~r~(1)~(1)T~ - o) E O;}.
(145)
Theu U;O~,; is an open covering of K` and U;O~; is an open covering of K~.
Since these sets are compact they have, by definition of compactness, a finite
sub-covering, and consequently Ka has a finite sub-covering. Thus Ka is
compact.
Pruojuf (78): Similarly to the proof of (77). Q.E.D.
For k ~ 0 we can write
PROOF OFLEMMA 15
2~tcos(2k~r(1-0.5)In) - g„(2kaln) t 8"(-2k~rln),
~.
where
~"(x) - e -os;,~ ! er,~ - 1 e-o.s;~ d~~e,~~~- 1 e-os;~ d I erx 1-e,„.
~L.~. l ~ ,L.-i. i ~ 1-er~
- ensr~ 1-e;"~ }e-osr~~l-(n~l)e,„,~1
~ -o.s;~-e os;~~z e -os;~-eo.s~x




Since for m - 1,2,3,...
er,~, ~ e-~M. - (-1~
it follows now that
(148)
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ible 1: Quantiles of the asymptotic null distribution
~r m 10~ 5~ lg m lOg 53 1~ m 10~ 5g lg
. 1 .01612 .00361 .00679 2 .10612 .05049 .01039 3 .18819 .11080 .03676
4 .22753 .14674 .05604 5 .29068 .19489 .09423 6 .33676 .24340 .12537
7 .35073 .25908 .14478 8 .38702 .28593 .16233 9 .41771 .32300 .18039
10 .43067 .33132 .20395 11 .45375 .35567 .22327 12 .46671 .37674 .25219
13 .48137 .38859 .26839 14 .49186 .40151 .26965 15 .50269 .41314 .28173
16 .51662 .43314 .30026 17 .53455 .43796 .31166 18 .54061 .45643 .32343
19 .54703 .46120 .32638 20 .56800 .47022 .33451
2 .00396 .00106 .00005 3 .03470 .01658 .00334 4 .07872 .04596 .01381
5 .11481 .07627 .03106 6 .14745 .10282 .04813 7 .18270 .13177 .06824
8 .20310 .15079 .08267 9 .22602 .17714 .10815 10 .25217 .19891 .11520
11 .27826 .22241 .13890 12 .28761 .22639 .14420 13 .30512 .24935 .16610
14 .32290 .26892 .18596 15 .33586 .27979 .19071 16 .34932 .29371 .20873
17 .36908 .30779 .22603 18 .37435 .31559 .22855 19 .38541 .32913 .23552
20 .39733 .34068 .25806
3 .00155 .00040 .00002 4 .01714 .00753 .00126 5 .04341 .02625 .00870
6 .06912 .04715 .01880 7 .09751 .06720 .03208 8 .11849 .08824 .04685
9 .14385 .10921 .06186 10 .16330 .12690 .07405 11 .18174 .14733 .09242
12 .20068 .16006 .10285 13 .21756 .17814 .11824 14 .23018 .19054 .12259
15 .24413 .20174 .14047 16 .25828 .21354 .14842 17 .26900 .22601 .16134
18 .28304 .24398 .17490 19 .29299 .25180 .17957 20 .30734 .25958 .18906
4 .00079 .00017 .00001 5 .01054 .00513 .00094 6 .02710 .01644 .00520
7 .04797 .03218 .01312 8 .06876 .04927 .02483 9 .08572 .06365 .03289
10 .10424 .07896 .04605 11 .12270 .09596 .05809 12 .13787 .11081 .07050
13 .15506 .12502 .08313 14 .17153 .13924 .09439 15 .18430 .15147 .10498
16 .19548 .16372 .11820 17 .20898 .17628 .12115 18 .22051 .18739 .13582
19 .23234 .19747 .14318 20 .24601 .21332 .15685
5 .00047 .00011 .00000 6 .00709 .00376 .00070 7 .01964 .01202 .00355
8 .03444 .02388 .01014 9 .05064 .03621 .01749 10 .06743 .04978 .02680
11 .08208 .06301 .03673 12 .09775 .07557 .04620 13 .11309 .09043 .05868
14 .12896 .10450 .06671 15 .13737 .11304 .07364 16 .15234 .12617 .08767
17 .16213 .13640 .09667 18 .17401 .14791 .10382 19 .18534 .15535 .11222
20 .19341 .16592 .12215
6 .00031 .00007 .00000 7 .00499 .00234 .00049 8 .01478 .00911 .00302
9 .02669 .01794 .00738 10 .03992 .02882 .01366 11 .05301 .03906 .02093
12 .06630 .05096 .02925 13 .08110 .06430 .03943 14 .09220 .07555 .04651
15 .10470 .08442 .05397 16 .11736 .09709 .06440 17 .12814 .10585 .07282
18 .13975 .11565 .07930 19 .15057 .12750 .09019 20 .15888 .13492 .09570
7 .00021 .00005 .00000 8 .00372 .00189 .00037 9 .01148 .00686 .00235
10 .02058 .01364 .00548 11 .03177 .02244 .01144 12 .04338 .03275 .01748
13 .05475 .04231 .02484 14 .06573 .05199 .03103 15 .07875 .06235 .03968
16 .09013 .07345 .04657 17 .09914 .08079 .05495 18 .11001 .09156 .06370
19 .12055 .10133 .06997 20 .12840 .10795 .0761446
Table 2: Optimal valuea of m
q-r 108 5~ 1~
1 1 2 1
2 3 4 5
3 5 6 7
4 7 8 8
5 9 10 11
6 10 12 13
7 12 13 154 I
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